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2012 Housing Market Review for Flagstaff & Northern AZ

Northern Arizona’s Mark
While northern AZ is not, nor typical to be indicative of the national or  even the Phoenix market, we do mimic
the pattern on our own scale and timeframe proving significant, yet humble  signs of market recovery. Flagstaff
remains the top location for the northern territory, but even the outskirts of Williams, Parks, and Winslow all
showed gains in sales and median home prices. Northern AZ sales had a 15% increase from 2011 equaling a total
of $390,255,389 for 2012 sales volume. All Residential unit sales were up 10.8%, multifamily up by 40%, and
land showed the greatest increase by 45%. Lacking momentum, commercial properties lagged by 11%, while
business opportunity props plummeted by 75%.  Single Family Homes sales still account for over 2/3 of the
housing market which sold 65% of  its available inventory before 2013; manufactured homes sold 70% of its
inventory; condos rid its inventory by 79%; and townhomes diminished by 83%.

Flagstaff  Specific Sales Activity
With a 13% increase from 2011 in Flagstaff’s Single Family Home sales, the average home sold for $314,175
ranging from $34,000 to $2.5 million. Selling at a pace of 62.4 homes per month, this left only 3.6 months of
available inventory before 2013. The “hot spot” for sales price was between $200-$400K. Selling at a pace of 36.2
homes/month, only 2 months of inventory remained. Lesser interest was shown in homes over $400K to $999K as
only 130 homes sold, or 11/mo, leaving 9 months of inventory awaiting acquisition. Twelve homes sold over a
million leaving a plethora of options with over 3 years worth of inventory to choose from. At a combined market
share of 16% of residential sales, condos and townhomes bumped up 2% in sales volume with an average sales
price of $185K, selling at a pace of 18.5/month, with a residual 3.5 months of inventory left.

Another Year of  Momentum
You’ve heard it and seen it: “the housing market is
making a recovery, interest rates to remain low, and
distressed inventory is steadily declining.”
Compared to 2011 nationwide, the GDP grew to
2.1%, shadow inventory dropped by 8%, and the
median home prices showed a modest incline in
most states.  Areas such as Phoenix saw massive
growth to the city, ranking 8th in U.S., drying up
over half of available inventory. A new kind of
frenzy is being experienced as  rates remain around
3%. Many Phoenix buyers  paid over 100% of list
price, cash investors merged from the woodwork,
and developers showed confidence with projects of
rehabilitation and community development as new
construction inched to a growth of almost 3%.
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